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INTRODUCTION

The purpOse of the following charts is to ccnvey at a glance many
cf the salient features cf the African economy, and SOme of these
features are elaborated upon in the accompanying text.

The general information and supporting subregional and ccuntry
detail should help provide UN and ether experts with limited geographi
cal interests with a quick indication of the main characteristics and
comparative standing of the countries with which they are concerned.
The charts and text should also provide a useful introduction to Afri
can economic problems, as they are identified and measured tc pcliti
cians, government cfficials and persons wishing to learn the basic facts
of the econcmies of African countries.

In the context of contributing to, or appraising efforts to achieve,
economic development, it would ideally be desirable to have more infor
mation concerning not only such obvious matters as production and eCOnO
mic structure, but also such things as levels of health and educational
endowment. As might be expected, however, statistics relating to the
African economy are at present incomplete and of something less than
full validity; and the present publication is primarily concerned with
production and economic structure; with some population and social
data, with international trade and payments, energy and transport.

There is some danger, in a situation in which much desirable- infor
mation is Just not available, that what data there are will be taken
altogether too seriously; and that spurious precision will be given to
figures which in many cases should properly be regarded as indicating
rough orders of magnitude. To guard against this danger, it may be
useful to offer some comment on the statistical foundations on which
subsequent pages are based. It should, however, be made clear in
advance that the ensuing qualifications do not destroy the usefulness
of the charts and text; and that these provide a reasonable account of
those aspects of the African economy which they cover.

Much of the discussion of. production and economic structure is
ordered around national income accounting aggregates. As it is generally
applied, national income accounting evolved in the developed market
economies and some question has been raised as to its relevance in deve
loping countries. An element of controversy apart, however, it may be
suggested that the adoption of national income accounting makes good
sense in a situation in which substantial economic development is an
almost universal, and almost universally most important, policy objective;
and its introduction provides a mechanism for and stimulus to obtaining
improvements in the range and accuracy of relevant econcmic data.
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In the present context, much use is made of the gross domestic
product. GDP is basically an a t t empf to evaluate the final flow of
goods and services produced in a country (or other geographical unit)
over some specified period of time. Since this re~uires the aggrega
tion of heterogeneous goods and services, the main problem which arises
is that of valuing these goods and services in such a way as to make
them commensurable. This problem is normally solved by valuing the
goods and services at market prices. In countries with well-developed
and efficiently functioning markets, this procedure produces broadly
acceptable results. In many African countries, however, much economic
activity takes place outside the market, the effectiveness of which, in
allocating resources, is in any· case open to doubt. As a conse~uence,

the problems of imputation - i.e., nf Rssigning a market value to goods
and services which are held to contribute to total production but which
do not give rise to market transactions - loom much largar in the natio
nal income accounting of developing countries in Africa than they do in
that of the developed market economies.

Estimates of the GDP of a single country for a single year would
be of limited interest; and one of the attractions of national income
accounting is that it makes intertemporal and international comparisons
possible. Such comparisons, however, are never completely unambiguous,
and the problems associated with making them are particularly sharp
when developing countries are involved. As far as intertemporal compa
risons are concerned, a major problem is that of ensuring that the com
parisons are not made spurious by changes in the value of money. This
is a complex problem since the composition of total output changes over
time - both because new goods are introduced and because of significant
~ualitative changes in what remain ostensibly the same goods; and dif
ferent ~othods of tandling the problem can produce substantially dif
ferent results. The normal procedure, however, basically re~uires the
deflation of time series of major components of total product b~ appro~

priate price indexes and the aggregation of the deflated series in order
to obtain estimates at constant prices. At the present stage in the
development of African statistics, the possibilities for such deflation
are at once crude and limited; and it should be made explicit that
figures in the following pages pertaining to the GDP at constant prices
are subject to a wide margin of error, both because the number of price
series available is very much smaller than would be desirable, and
because the price series that are available are themselves only
approximate.

As far as international comparisons are concerned, a major diffi
cul ty is that the use of official exchange rates to provide comparabili
ty among two or more domestic products (which are, of course, normally
measured in national currencies) probably biases such comparisons. This
is because exchange rates most ~trongly reflect the relative prices of
goods entering into international trade and might, therefore, give very

.different results from those which would be obtained b~ a more compre~

hensive comparison in terms of all the goods and services (appropriately
weighted) which enter into the domestic products of the countries which
are comprised in the comparison. It is widely believed that the use of
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official exchange rates exaggerates the gap between lower and higher
income countries; and that this exaggeration can be considerable in
comparisons of developed and developing countries. Mainly because the
main function of such comparisons is arguably to provide a measure of
the economic distance between developed and developing, where this is
taken as referring to the modernity of the respective econcmies, it
may be sug[ested that such comparisons are still sufficiently meaningful
as to be useful. Where the comparisons apply only to countries - such
as those of Developing Africa - with much in common in their economic
practises and structures, the utility of the comparisons is presumably
increased 1/. At all events, a number of subsequent charts use African
products expressed in American dollars; and, as a matter of convenience,
reference in the text is made to figures as they appear in the charts.
It is necessary, however, to realize that precise comparisons in this
area are not possible.

Population statistios are normally based on periodic censuses and
inter-census estimates of population change based on registrations of
births and deaths and on information relating to migration. In many
African countries, population counts still leave much room for improve
ment and registration is neither complete nor reliable. It follows,
therefore, that the population figures deployed in subsequent pages of
this document are subject to considerable margins of error. The esti
mates are thought to be sufficiently robust, however, to sustain the
conclusions drawn from them. The data shown for educational enrolments
include many estimates but here again they provide a reasonably accurate
guide to individual country performance.

As far as the foreign sector is concerned, trade statistics in
Africa are mOre readily available and are probably more accurate than
most economic data pertaining to African countries. They are not,
however, perfect. For a number of reasons, export and import statistics
are less than wholly accurate, and the level of detail (particularly
for imports) is not as great as it might be. Compared, however, to the
other items which figure in the balance of payments, the trade statis
tics are good. The balance of payments statistics have improved in
many African countries in recent years and the division between current
account, transfer payments and capital used in the relevant charts is
reasonably accurate.

The transport charts are based on reasonable statistics. The
physical control of exports and imports at the ports and the railway
and airway handling procedures are generally sufficient to ensure that
the traffic statistics are fairly good. The figures of commercial road
motor vehicles in use are probably less reliable but they serve to show
the increasing level of road traffic in all African countries.

iJ Developing Africa is used generally throughout this publication as a
shortened expression for Africa excluding the Republic of S. Africa •
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ESTIMATED GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT AT CURRENT MARKET PRICES
CoMPARED WITH SELECTED WORLD COUNTRIES, 1971
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CHAFTER I PRODUCTION AND ECONOMIC STRUCTURE

The eoonomio problems and prospects of countries and country group
ings depend to some extent on eoonomio size. Economio size is not an
unambiguous conoept. It oan, however, be approximately measured by the
gross domestic produot and this indicator is used in Chart I. The ohart
makes it possible to obtain some indioation of the size of Afrioan eoo
nomies compared to that of a number of other oountries; and to obtain
some impression of the range of eoonomio size in Afrioa.

The basio impression of the ohart is that individual Afrioan eoO
nomies are generally small. This may be most graphioally seen when
their gross products for 1971 are aggregated and oompared with countries
outside Afrioa. Thus, in 1971, the gross domestio products of the UK,
Franoe, ~. Germany and Japan were some 2.1, 2.7, 3.5 and 3.6 times greater
than that of all the developing oountries of Afrioa. This oontrast be
oOmes the more striking when it is remembered that the population of the
UK, Franoe and W. Germany are but 16, 15 and 17 per oent respeotively
of Developing Afrioa and the population of Japan is about 32 per oent.

;;ithin Afrioa, it is olear that the Republio of South Afrioa oons
titutes the largest single market; and in 1971 South Afrioa aooounted
for 23 per oent of the GDF of Afrioa as a whole. Among Developing Afrioan
oountries the largest eoonomio unit is Nigeria; Nigeria in 1971 had a
market e~ual to 7 per oent of the total market in the UK, 5 per oent of
the total market in Franoe and 4 per oent of the total market in
W. Germany and yet eaoh of these oountries had similar populations to
that of Nigeria.

Even if this kind of oomparis0n is extended to inolude all oountries
in Developing Afrioa with a GDP in 1971 of mOre than 1,000 million US
dollars - that is, Algeria, Egypt, Libya, Moroooo, Sudan and Tunisia in
North Afrioa, Ghana, the Ivory Coast and Nigeria in !Iest Afrioa; Cameroon
and Zaire in Central Africa; Ethiopia, Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda and Zambia
in East Afrioa; and Angola, Mozambi~ue and S. Rhodesia in Other Afrioa 
then although suoh oountries aooounted for 86 per oent of the total pro
duot of Developing Afrioa, the aggregate market size of these oountries
was still only two-fifths of that of the United Kingdom in 1971. More
over, it has to be remembered that 26 of the oountries oovered by the
ohart eaoh had total produots in 1971 whioh were less than one-tenth of
that of Nigeria and that the produot of that oountry was some 180 times
greater than that of the smallest unit. Africa oontains a large number
of extremely small oountries when measured eoonomioally.

Gross domestio produot per head provides a useful, if somewhat
hazardous, measure of eoonomio welfare. Its usefulness would be improved
if it oould be used in oonjunotion with data on inoome distribution. In
Afrioan oountries inoome distribution is skewed in suoh a way that the
higher inoome groups reoeive a more than proportionate share of total in
oome; and the majority of inoome earners have inoomes below the average
whioh in itself may be very small.
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GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT PER CAPITA AT 1970 PRICES IN US DOLLARS
FOR 1961 AND 1971

PRODUIT INTERIEUR BRUT PAR HABITANT AUX PRIX DE 1970 EN DOLLARS
POUR 1961 ET 1971
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Information on GDP per head at constant prices in African countries
is presented in Chart II for the years 1961 and 1971. This presentation
makes it possible to form some judgement On income levels and on the
rate of change in such levels between 1961 and 1971. One interesting
way of interpreting present African levels and rates of growth is to
compare them with corresponding data for the developed countries. As
far as levels are conoerned, the product per head in the developed coun
tries is very much greater .ith figures of 5,000 dollars per' head in
the USA and more than 2,000 dollars per head in the UK in 1971.

Historical rates of growth recorded by the nOw developed countries
oan be used to provide some measure of the extent to which present Afri
can growth rates may be said to be satisfactory. In very broad terms,
it may be noted that product per head (at constant prices) "increased in
the UK by 0.2 per cent per annum in the 80 years before its industrial
revolution, and by 1.3 per cent 'in the hundred y~ars or so after the
revolution. This was, of course, the pioneering industrial revolution;
and the average annual compound rates of growth in product per head
were generally higher over long historical periods in the other indus
trial countries where the industrial revolution came later. In fact,
a rate of 2 per cent per annum would be a fairly representative figure
for the historical growth of product per head in most of the now deve
loped countries. In applying this rate, however, to contemporary
African experience, it has to be remembered that present African income
levels are generally lower than the historical levels obtaining On the
eve of sustained transformation; but that the"demonstration effect" now
operates much more powerfully than it did in the nineteenth century.

Between 1961 and 1971, fourteen countries in Africa recorded in
creases of 3 per cent per annum or more in product per head. The
countries which achieved this were Libya (17.5 per cent), Reunion (6.7),
Togo (6.5), Ivory Coast (5.5), Kenya (5.4), Malawi (5.0), Botswana (4.8),
Mauritania (4.5), Sierra Leone (4.4), Uganda (4.4), Gabon (4.3),
Tanzania (3.7), Gambia (3.1) and Tunisia (3.0 per cent).

In a further 10 countries the GDP per head grew by from 2.1 to
2.9 per cent per annum over the ten-year period and in 9 the growth rate
was 1.1 to 2.0 per cent per annum.

In 14 countries, however, the rates of growth were less than one
per cent a year and in 8 of these countries (four ,o'f them Ln- Central
Africa) levels of product per head declined between 1961 and 1971. It
is necessary in interpreting these latter results to remember that
special (and non-recurrent) circumstances, ,most graphicallY,evident in
Algeria and Zaire Republic, could provide an important part of their
explanation.
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Nevertheless, the end result of the growth rates was that (at 1970

prices) bO' 1971 only j~lgeria, Libya, Gabon, Zambia and Reunion in Deve
loping Africa had products per head in excess of 300 US dollars; and the
number of ccuntries in which product per head lay between 200 US dollars
and 300 US dollars was twelve namely EgO'pt, Morocco, Tunisia in North
Africa; Ghana, Ivory Coast and Liberia in West Africa; the Congo and
EQuatorial Guinea in Central Africa;Mauritius and Swaziland in Bast
Africa and Angola and Southern Rhodesia in Other Africa. The number of
countries with a GDP per head of less than 100 US dollars in 1971 (at
1970 prices) was thirteen and these countries must be numbered amongst
the least developed of the developing countries of Africa and the world.

The developed countries are generally typified by the relatively
high level of manufacturing industry in the total product, while the
primary producing sectors - agriculture and mining, are relatively small.
In the developing countries it is the primary producing sectors that are
most important and, depending on the country, agriculture Or mining makes
the most important contribution to the GDP. Manufacturing industry is
generally only a small contributor although there are a few countries
in Developing Africa such as Egypt, Tunisia, Mauritius and S. Rhodesis
where manufacturing industry contributes about the same amount as agri
culture. In Chart III are given the data On the industrial origin of
the GDP in African countries in 1971. Jlgriculture is the largest contri
butor to the GDP in the majority of African countries but the importance
varies from countrO' to country and from subregion to subregion. Countries
where agriculture is particularly important include Gambia, Niger and
Nigeria in "est Lfrica, Rwanda and Burundi in Central Africa and Ethiopia,
Lesotho and Uganda in East Africa.

,Ihere agriculture is not the dominant source of output, considerable
importance usually attaches to mining. This is true of Libya and Algeria
(petroleumand natural gas), Liberia (iron ore), Zambia (copper) and
Mauritania (iron ore). In Gabon mining is also important because of the
exploitation of crude petroleum and manganese ore reserves; and in Sierra
Leone diamond mining is a major activity. There has also been very fast
growth in crude petroleum production in Nigeria Over the last three years.

Manufacturing industry's contribution ranged from 1 to 25 Or 26 per
cent of the GDP in 1971, the higher figures being found in S. Africa and
S. Rhodesia and the lower in Lesotho. Elsewhere only in Egypt, Morocco,
Ghana, Senegal, Camercon, the Congo, Zaire, Kenya, Mauritius and Swazi
land did manufacturing industry contribute 15 per cent and more of the
GDP in 1971.

The construction industry which is a most important source of wage
employment in the economy, does not make a very large contribution to the
GDP in most African countries. Figures around 5 per cent are COmmon
although in Mauritania and Mauritius the proportion was more than 9 per
cent in 1971.
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The difference between the relative weights in manufacturing and
agriculture as between developed and developing countries is muoh
sharper than in the case of commerce and other services. In fact, com
merce and other services make a significant contribution to GDP in many
African countries, and in 1971 these services contributed more than
20 per cent of the GDP of virtually all the countries listed in the
chart.

COmmerce starts to become important when a country mOves from a
basically subsistence economy and it soon reaches a stage of contribut
ing possibly 10 per cent or more tc the GDP regardless of the stage of
development of the country concerned.

African surface transport links have grown up basically to provide
access for export products to the coastal ports. Since independenoe
there has been a widening of these transport links to bring more areas
of the country into the money economy, and links between countries and
subregions have also been strengthened. It is somewhat surprising to
record that the contribution of transport and communications to the GDP
in Developing Africa fell from 5.9 per cent in 1960 to 5.1 per cent in
1971.

Public a~ministration is another sector in which the differences
between developing and developed countries are not great in terms of
relative importance in total output. In many African countries public
administration accounted for more than 10 per cent of the GDP in 1971.
Part of the reason for this relatively high weight can be found in the
range of development responsibilities which falls directly On govern
ments in developing oountries.

In any period of time, total resources available to a country will
comprise the results of domestic economic activity (GDP) plus additional
goods and services imported from abroad. Total resources may be used
to meet private consumption demands, to sustain government services, to
permit capital formation, or to meet demands for goods and services from
abroad. From Chart IV it may be seen that most African countries as
measured by the level of net imports of goods and services, receive a
not insignificant proportion of their total available resources from
abroad.

In Libya as a particular exception, net exports accounted for one
third of the available resources in 1971 leaving only 67 per cent to be
used in the domestic economy. Libya was building up its external reserves
at a fast rate at that time. By contrast the imports into Botswana and
Lesotho were very much higher than exports and this meant that more
resources were available for consumption and investment than the level
of the GDP. Besides Libya, the countries Liberia, Mauritania, Gabon and
Swaziland were comparatively large net exporters in 1971, while Algeria,
Upper Volta, Senegal, Chad, Zaire, Malawi, Somalia and Tanzania were
other co~ntries where imports were much higher than exports.
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As far as the domestic uses of resourCes are concerned, the largest
allocation is to consumption, and in 1971 the share of total resources
consumed ranged from 46 per cent (in Libya) to 91 per cent (in Burundi).
The Libyan figure reflects, of course, the dominance of petroleum exports
in the economy and the faot that the economy has not as yet developed
consumption and other patterns which would correspond to its relatively
high product per head.

Much attention has been paid in the discussion of economic growth
to the relative allocation of resources to capital formation. It is
not realistic to consider this question on the basis of figures for a
single year; and it is difficult to specify an optimum proportion. It
may be suggested, however, that in the developed countries the relevant
proportion is normally greater than 20 per cent; and it is of interest
to note that in the various subregions of Africa the allocation to invest
me rrt in 1971 .was 18 per cent in North Africa, 19 per cent in ',lest Africa,
23 per cent in .Central Afrioa and 20 per oent in East Af'r-ica., A total
of 15 developing oountries used 20 per cent or more of the available
resouroes for investment but in a further six oountries only 10 per cent
or less of suoh resOurces were used in this way.

There is naturally a relationship between GDP growth rate and the
share of resources allooated to investment. It is probably reasonBbly
accurate to assume that a growth rate of 6 per oent in the GDP needs an
investment of 20 per cent. v,i th a 6 per cent GDP growth rate and a
population growth rate of about 2.6 per cent,Africa's per oapita GDP
would increase by more than 3 per cent a year. v:e saw earlier that
between 1961 and 1971 only 14 countries registered this rate of increase.

The target growth rate for the 1970's is a minimum of 6 per cent
a year in the GDP for African countries. The experience of the years
1971 and 1972 suggests that it may be difficult to reaoh this target
growth rate for the first part of the decade unless there are some very
gOOd agrioultural seasons in'1974 and 1975. Economies are being diver
sified but the importance of the agricultural sector is still so funda
mental that a poor growing seaSOn may lead to little or no growth in
the GDP of a partioular oountry and hold back the average growth of
Developing Africa as a~whole.

~ neW chart (num~er V) has been added in this issue, it shows the
central government expenditu~e per head in 1966 and 1972 in 36 African
countries. The amount per head has been oonverted into US dollars at
1972 exchange rates and the 1966 figures have been adjusted for the
change in the oonsumer ~rioes index number between 1966 and 1972. It
is obvious from the chart that there has been a substantial increase in
oentral government expenditure per head in most countries of North and
East Afrioa but in \,es·t and Central Africa only a limited number of•
oountries show such inoreases. It is also obvious that the general
level of expenditure whioh stems'from the low per oapita GDP is still
very small in far too many oountries.
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In one-third of the countries shown on the chart central government
expenditure was less than 25 dollars per head in 1972 and in three - Upper
Volta, Burundi and Rwanda, the figures were less than 10 dollars per
head. It is quite impossible for Governments to provide tl,e level of
services required particularly in the social fields at such low levels
of expenditure.

At the other extreme, seven countries - Algeria, Libya, Tunisia,
Gabon, Botswana, Swaziland and Zambia, showed expenditure levels of more
than 100 dollars per head in 1972.

The highest growth rates between 1966 and 1972 in the level of
central government expenditure per head were achieved in Algeria, Libya,
Nigeria, Gabon, Botswana, Kenya and Swaziland. In each case the grcwth
rate was 70 per cent or more. The first four countries mentioned are
important crude petroleum producers.

1-----------------------------------""',
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FOfULATION AND 'SOCIAl AFFAIRS

The age distribution of a population affects economic activity and
progress in a number of ways. Amongs t~e more evident and important of
these is that contained in the relationship between the economically
aotive and non-active age groups. In considering this question, a
reasonable procedure is to assume that children of 14 years and under
and older people of 60 years and over are economically non-active; and
that the labour force is drawn entirely from the 15 to 59 age group.
On this basis, Chart VI provides some relevant information on African
conditions. It is evident from the chart that the dependency ratio in
most African countries is extremely high; and that this is mainly because
of the marked youthfulness of African populations. Thus, in 1972 in vir
tuall;y all 46 African countries shown,at least 40 per cent of the total
population was 14 years and under. At the other end of the age scale
there was nO country in which persons 60 years or over accounted for as
much as 9 per cent of the total population, and the average weight of
this age group was less than 5 per cent. Nevertheless"because of the
weight of youth, the proportion of old and young combined in the total
is high. In 1972 there Were 9 countries in which the two groups together
accounted for more than 50 per cent of total population. A young popula
tiOn is normally associated with a high population growth rate and the
present growth rate in Developing Africa is in the region of 2.6 per
cent a year with a 1971 population of about 338 million.

In a sense, youthfulness is also a characteristic of the labour
force; and persons in the 15 to 44 age group frequently outnumber those
in the 45 to 59 age group by ratios of 4 or 5 to 1 in African countries.
In the developed countries senior managerial and executive positions are
largely filled by people who are over 45. The chart makes it clear that
- apart from questions of education and training - the proportion of Afri
can population comprised of persons old enough and still active enough to
supply much accumulated experience is relatively small.

The absolute size of population in 46 countries in 1972 is shown in
Chart VI while Chart VII compares estimates of the population in 1971 and
1981. One striking feature is the large number of African countries with
small populations in 1971. There were only eleven countries in which
population was more than 10 million; there were 25 countries in which
population was less than 5 million, and 12 countries in which it was less
than 2 million. Only five countries - Egypt, Ethiopia, Nigeria, South
Africa and Zaire - had a population in excess of 20 million. Even by 1981,
notwithstanding the relatively rapid rate of population increase, there
will still be about twenty African countries with a population of less
than five million and there will be only thirteen countries with a 'popu
lation in excess of ten million.

The main determinant of popul~tion change in Developing Africa
between nOw and 1981 will be an accelerating decline in the death rate,
except in North Africa where death rates are already relatively low
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compared to the other African subregions. As a result, in the develop
ing countries of Africa outside North Africa, population increase in
absolute terms will probably be greater between 1976 and 1981 than
between 1971 and 1976; and the increase in the latter period should in
turn be greater than the increase between 1966 and 1971. In North Afri
ca, increases in each of the sub-periods will be much mOre nearly e~ual.

This forecast is, of course, dependent On the population planning prac
tices in a number of countries and more reliable population data.

The economic effectiveness of any given labour force depends inter
alia on the skills of that labour force. One ~uick measure of these
skills may be obtained from an examination of the educational exposure
of the population. Some information on enrolment in education institu
tions is provided in Chart VIII for 45 African countries around 1971.

Making due allowance for the scales of the chart, it is evident
that, with the exception of Egypt, the number of university students in
Developing Africa was still very small in 1971. Regarding primary edu
cation it is probably realistic to assume that the school going popula
tion covers the age range 6 to 14 years and in 1971 there were 20 out
of the 45 countries shown On the chart in which about 50 per cent of this
age group was at school. As the age group covers about 23 per cent of
the total population it was only in Reunion and the Congo that universal
primary education was virtually reached in 19p1/72 but in another 8 coun
tries the level WaS higher than 70 per cent. Secondary education achieve
ments are more difficult to assess but the 15-19 year old age group covers
about 9 per cent of the total African population. There were only three
countries - Egypt, Mauritius and Reunion, in which secondary enrolments
represented more than half the numbers in this age group in 1971 while
in a further six countries enrolments were more than 25 per cent. How
ever, the general experience is still one of low enrolment levels and in
thirteen countries secondary enrolments were less than one-tenth of the
15 to 19 age group and in 23 (or half the countries) the enrolments were
between one-tenth and one-~uarter of this age group.

However, this analysis based on a static chart overlooks the very
real strides that were made in African education in the 1960's. In 1960
there were 19.2 million primary school students, 2.0 million at seconda
ry schools and 219,000 in higher education. By 1970 the totals had
increased to 29.0 million in primary education, 4.6 million in secondary
schools and 360,000 in higher education. Further advances were made in
1971 and 1972 but the data at present are incomplete.

Health is covered in this issue for the first time and Chart IX
compares the doctors and hospital beds in 30 African countries around
1971. There is a very wide range between the lowest and highest doctor/
population ratios in the various countries and in the figures of hospi
tal beds per 1,000 persons. Egypt had the lowest number of persons per
doctor (1,800) and Niger had the highest (60,000). In Gabon there were
8.1 hospital beds per 1,000 population whereas in Nigeria the ratio was
only 0.6 hospital beds.
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To a considerable extent the low hospital bed to population ratio
and the high population/doctor ratios are linked to low per capita GDP
and low per capita government expenditure figures. As an example Rwanda
in 1972 had a per capita GDP of about 60 US dollars and the estimated
central government expenditure was only 6 dollars per head. There were
52,000 persons to each doctor and 1.5 hospital beds per 1,000 population.
In contrast Libya's per capita GDP was more than 2,000 dollars, its
government expenditure was around 800 dollars per head and there were
2,100 persons per doctor and 3.9 hospital beds per 1,000 population.

A wealthy country like Libya can afford to build hospitals and pay
to have them manned properly but in most African countries it is diffi
cult to provide medical services on even a very modest scale. It is
instructive to note that of the countries shown on the chart with per
capita GDP's in 1971 of more than $200 at 1970 prices, namely Algeria,
Egypt, Libya, Morocco, ~tnisia, Ghana, Liberia, Congo, Gabon, Mauritius,
Swaziland and Zambia, most had more than 2 hospital beds per 1,000 popu
lation while the number of persons per doctor was generally less than
12,000. This may indicate the level of GDP per head which must be
reached before medical services at this very modest level can be provided.

In Chapter I it was shown on Chart V that there were 11 countries
in which the level of government expenditure per head was less than 25
dollars in 1972. Six of these 11 countries i.e., Niger, Togo, Chad,
Rwanda, Lesotho, Malawi are covered on Chart IX and their unweighted
averages are 41,800 persons per doctor and 1.4 hospital beds per 1,000 of
the population.

It is also necessary to point out that most of the eleven countries
where government expenditure was less than 25 dollars per head were near
the bottom of the chart showing the level of educational enrolments.
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CHf.PTER III INTERNATIONAL TRADE LND PAYAENTS

As measured by the weight of imported goods and services in total
available resources and by the share of exported goods and services in
final demand, Africa has a strikingly open economy. This is true both
for the continent as a whcle and for the overwhelming majority cf Afri
can countries. The importance of foreign trade varies, of course, from
country to countr~ in response, inter alia, to resource endowment and
levels of development. As far as the countries of Developing Africa are
concerned, however, it is a safe generalization that, in fact or in
prospect, international economic relations are of crucial importance in
the process of economic growth.

Chart X records changes in merchandise exports and imports
between 1960 and 1972 for Africa as a whole and for Developing Africa.
The most striking feature of the trade position reflected in the chart
is the change from net importer to net exporter of Developing Africa
over this 12 year period. The improvement in the trade gap for the
continent as a whole was due to the relative changes in exports from
and imports by Developing Africa as the position of South Lfrica worsened
during the period under review.

Exports from Developing Africa grew at an average annual rate of
almost 9 per cent per annum between 1960 and 1972 in current prices.
Imports on the other hand grew by about 6.5 per cent per annum. The
deficit in the balance of trade in the early 1960s was wiped out during
the later years and in 1972 the value of exports was 14,600 million
US dollars and imports 14,000 million US dollars, giving a surplus of
600 million US dollars. However, the trade surplus has been shrinking
from the high level of 1,870 million dollars achieved in 1969.

It should be noted that the favourable change in the balance of
trade owed much to special circumstances, including the very marked
expansion of mineral exports, notably petroleum and iron ore and favou
rable market conditions for certain other important exports. Measured
in volume terms imports increased 60 per cent between 1960 and 1972 and
exports by 124 per cent.

The oommodity concentration of African exports has been a much
discussed topic. The proportion of tctal exports by value accounted
for by the three leading commodities in 1971 is shown in Chart XI for
42 countries. African exports have a high commodity concentration and
what is of most profound significance is the importance of one, two
or three commodities in the export trade of individual countries. "here
market ccnditions are unfavourable as for ccpper in ~ambia and cocoa in
Ghana in 1971, the influence on the whole economic scene is very
disturbing.

Nearly two-thirds of the countries of Developing l'frica received
60 per cent or more of their export earnings from only two commodities
in 1971 and it is unlikely that this situation can be changed materially
in the near future.
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The outstanding examples of countries with virtually monoprbduct
export trade were Libya (99.9 per cent from crude petroleum), Mauritania
(83 per cent from iron ore), Burundi (79 per cent from cOffee), Mauritius
(88 per cent from sugar) and Zambia where 94 per cent of 1971 export
earnings came from copper.

A rough minimum measure of the weight of manufactured in total
iwports may be obtained by combining the relative weights of machinery and
transport e~uipment and other manufactures. On this basis, it is evi
dent that these goods accounted for a high proportion of total imports
into the countries covered hy Chart XII which gives some indication of
imports by commodity groups in 1971. In all countries covered on the
chart the weight of these two groups in the total was more than 50 per
cent, and in some countries the proportion was as high as 80 per cent.
Machinery and transport e~uipment imports provide a guide to the level
of capital formation and in 1971 these items accounted for some 30 per
cent of imports into Developing Africa. This relatively high level is
indicative of Africa's attempts to develop.

The de,elopment of African economies is ultimately a matter for
African planning and effort. External assistance is, nevertheless, an
extremely important supplement to such effort; and Chart XIII provides
some partial information relating to flows from countries members of
the OECD Development Assistance Committe for the years 1965-71. There
has been a tendenoy to emphasise multilateral rather than bilateral aid
since 1968 and this is reflected in the data shown on the chart. In
1971 the total of the aid flows shown was 2,022 million dollars compared
with 1,701 million in 1965. In the ~ears 1966 to 1968 the aid flows
were smaller than in 1965 but there has been an increasing tendency
apparent since 1968. The Ln.yo r t a nca of these financial flows is parti
cularly significant in the external sector but as a percentage of the
GDP at current prices there was a fall from 4.5 per cent in 1965 tc
3.0 per cent in 1970 with some recovery to 3.3 per cent ~n 1971.

'I'he balance of paJ ments is generally defined as being the account
lng system by "hich a systematic statement is furnish8d of all economic
transactions realized in one year between the residents of the country
concerned and those of foreign countries. The balance of payments
statistics for African countries are often incomplete but Chart XIV covers
the figures of 27 countries for 1971 (or 1970).

The typical pattern in the chart is of a current account deficit
for goods and services financed by inflows of transfer receipts (mainly
aid) and capital. Libya is a particular exception with a very large
surplus for goods and services and an outflow of transfer payments
(mainly to Arab countries to assist in the confrontation with Israel).
Nigeria also had a large surplus On goods and services account in 1971
beoause of the growth of oil exports.
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For the 26 developing countries shown on the chart the net inflow
of capital was 1,501 million US dollars, net transfer receipts were
375 million and the net deficit for goods and services was 260 million.
There Were some considerable additions to net external reserves and in
Developing Africa as a whole these increased from 4,350 million to 5,660
million dollars between December 1970 and December 1971. Without Libya
the increase was from 2,595 to 2,834 ~illion dollars.

This trend to increased reserves continued in 1972 but on a much
reduced scale and the total fer Developing Africa reached approximately
6,000 million US dollars giving an increase during the year of only
340 million, of which Libya's increase was 260 million dollars.
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CHAPTER IV ENERGY

I'

Although Africa has extensive reserves of natural gas and crude
petroleum and a very considerable hydro-electric potential, at the present
time consumption of all forms of energy is still very small. Production
of crude petroleum in particular grew very rapidly in the 1960s but as
most of this production is exported, it figures only to a very limited
extent in Africa's consumption. In 1970 only 11 per cent of the energy
produced in the developing countries was actually consumed and in Develop
ing Africa the per capita consumption in terms of equivalent coal was
139 kilograms. This consumption level is less than one-twelth of the
world average level and is a good indication of the stage of industrial
development reached as in the modern world energy is a crucial consti
tuent of economic progress. Chart XV shows the production and consump
tion of primary energy by the countries of Africa in 1971. The main
consumers of energy in order of importance in 1971 were South Africa,
Egypt, Algeria, Morocco, S. Rhodesia, Nigeria, Zambia and Kenya.

The countries with a per capita consumption in excess cf 200 kwh of
electricity in 1970.numbered only ten and in Developing Africa, ~ambia

had the highest consumption with 902 Kwh per head as large quantities are
used in its copper mining industry. It is only where industry or mining
are important that electricity consumption starts to be significant.
Ghana h,d an average of 342 Kwh per head in 1970 because large quantities
were used to smelt alumina to produce aluminium and Liberia's consumption
of 461 Kwh per head was used largely in its iron ore mining industry.
The average for Developing Africa in 1970 was only 107 Kwh per head or
about one-sixth of the world average. By contrast, consumption in South
Africa had reached 2,392 Kwh per head. There was a continuation of the
general trend ~o increased electricity consumption per head in 1971 in
most countries of Africa •

.Libya and Nigeria are the largest producers of crude petroleum but
most of their output is exported; Algeria, Libya and Nigeria are the
largest producers of natural gas and Algeria and Libya have reached the
stage . where sizeable exports are beginning. Most natural gas produced
iri Africa is .not used for any purpose at the present time. Coal produc
tion is only significant in the south of the continent and South Africa's
output accounted for more than 90 per cent of the total in 1971.

Hydro_electric production is more evenly distributed throughout
the region and most countries have some production. The largest producers
at present are Egypt, Ghana, Zaire and S. Rhodesia but there are a compa
ratively large number of sizeable projects which will add considerbly to
Africa's output once they are completed. Two countries make substantial
exports of electricity.to neighbours, these are S. Rhodesia to Zambia and
Uganda to Kenya•. Ghana is beginning exports to Togo and Dahcmey.

Africa's known energy resources also include uranium oxide which has
been discovered and is' being exploited in Central Africa and South Africa.
Other deposits have also been located and are being further explored.
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In 1972 it was announced that Ethiopia's geothermal energy resources
could meet most of the present electric power requirements of the couniry.

The crude petroleum reserves of Africa are being intensively pros
peoted and the level of current development suggest that the continent
will probably be found tc possess extensive reserves over and above those
which have already been identified. Every year neW deposits of importance
are being discovered. The search for crude petroleum has also led to
the discovery of natural gas reserves in a number of countries. These
latter reserves can only be used fairly quickly where a market (domesti
cally or in a near neighbour) alreadJ exists. For example Egypt intends
to exploit the natural gas found in the Nile Delta area for its domestio
economy while reserves in Mozambique may be piped to South Africa where
a large market already exists. The'scale of the investment needed to
liquify natural gas for export to the markets in the developed world has
meant that this branch of exploitation has had to proceed fairly slowly
but over the next few years Nigeria hopes to join Algeria and Libya as a
natural gas exporter.

i ~,
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C&\FTBR V TRANSPORT

Africa's transport services include ports and harbours (both sea
and river ports), railways, roads and road transport, air transport and
there is also a growing merchant shipping fleet based in Africa to handle
more of its imports and exports. ChartsXVI to XVIIIcover the commercial
road vehicles in use, the rail freight traffic and the tonnages handled
at the ports in African countries in 1965 and 1971. The maps On charts XIX
to XXII give the approximate position of the various transport media in
Africa.

The number of commercial road vehicles in Developing Africa rose
from 636,000 in 1965 to 900,000 in 1970 or by 40 per cent and for Africa
as a whcle the increase was from 930,000 to 1,328,000 or by 43 per cent.
The annual growth rate in each case was 7 per cent or more but although
this rate is significant, the number of vehicles in use in Africa is still
very low when compared with the developed countries and related to road
distances and population. In 1971 the number of commercial vehicles in
Developing Africa increased by 9 per cent to about 980,000.

The ro~d lengths in 1970 totalled about 1,200,000 kilometres in
Developing Africa with 144,000 kilometres classed as paved roads and
about 210,000 kilometres as main roads. Total vehicles in use including
private and commercial were about 2,700,000. In Africa as a whole, there
were about 4,800,000 vehicles.

Rail freight statistics help to indicate the degree of trade and
commercial activity. A total of 29 countries is shown on Chart XVII and
the railway freight carried in Developing Africa increased by 22 per cent
between 1965 and 1970 while for Africa as a whole there was a much larger
increase of 41 per cent. Between 1970 and 1971 there was only a very
small increase in the railway freight traffic in Developing Africa and
Africa as a whole.

The port freight handling statistics are shown on Chart XVIII;these
port statistics cover a high proportion of the exports and imports of
Africa. A total of 31 countries is covered on the chart and the total
freight handled increased from 253.1 million tons in 1965 to 490.7 mil
lion in 1970 or an increase of 94 per cent. In Developing Africa, the
totals were 231.4 million tons in 1965 and 457.1 million in 1970, giving
a rise of 98 per cent.

The major growth has been in exports of crude petroleum and these
figure particularly in the totals for Libya, Nigeria, Gabon and Angola.
The total of goods loaded in Developing Africa increased from 183.3 mil
lion tons in 1965 to 395.2 million in 1970, a growth of 121 per cent.
Apart from crude petroleum, some large increases in iron ore exports
from Mauritania, liberia and Angola were recorded. There were eight
countries, Algeria, Libya, Dahomey, Liberia, Nigeria, Gabon, Madagascar
and Angola which recorded increases of more than 100 per cent in export
loadings between 1965 and 1970 but in a few countries including Egypt,
Ghana and Guinea, a decline was recorded.



COMMERCIAL ROAD MOTOR VEH1CLES,1965 AND 1971
VEHICULES AlTTOMOBILES COMMERClAUX EN SERVICE, 1965 ET 1971
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RAILWAY FREIGHT TRAFFIC 19611 AND 1971
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MARITIME FREIGHT TRAFFIC, GOODS LOADED AND UNLOADED
AT AFRICAN PORTS 1965AND 1971
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In 1971 the total cargo handled at Africa's ports fell by 4 per
cent because of reduced crude petroleum loadings from North Africa
sufficently large to more than offset the substantial increase in crude
petroleum exports from Nigeria. Total cargo loaded was reduced from
411.5 million tons in 1970 to 387.9 million tons in 1971 but the cargo
unloaded increased from 79.2 to 83.1 million tons.

The development of crude petroleum and iron ore production has led
to the building of special crude oil and mineral terminals in the coun
tries concerned and Libya now has five oil terminals for loading oil
tankers. Natural gas is exported from Algeria and to a limited extent
from Libya and the growth of these exports in li~uified form has already
led to the development of terminals to load the special tankers.

The tonnage of goods unloaded at the coast ports probably serves
as an indioator (imperfect and inoomplete) of development. In Ievelop
ing Africa, goods unloaded increased from 48.1 million tons in 1965 to
61.9 million in 1970 or by 28 per cent. For Africa as a whole the growth
was from 60.4 to 79.3 million tons or 31 per cent. In 1971 there was a
further growth in goods unloaded in Developing Africa of about 4 per cent.

The various forms of transport in Africa - rail, road, river, sea
and air make up what can be described as an integrated system but it is
obvious from a perusal of the maps on pages 38 to 41 that there are
many gaps in the system and in certain areas such as the Sahara Desert
the only practical links between African countries are by air.

Africa's railways have been built to a large extent to connect
the ports with important mineral areas or with those producing the com
mercial agricultural products needed by the world's developed countries.
Compared with Southern Afrioa which has a well developed railway system
integrated to its more advanoed economy, the West African subregion, for
example, has only a poorly developed and poorly integrated railway
system. The North Afrioan coast covering the northen part of Morocco,
Algeria and Tunisia has a better interconnected system but East Africa
and Central Africa have railways which need more interconnecting links
to make them better suited to the requirements of the subregions. The
present construotion of the railway between Tanzania and Zambia is a
step in this direction.

The main roads in Africa are being continously improved and better
intercountry links are being forged whilst the roads are becoming more
effective in linking the various parts of individual countries. However,
much more needs to be done and there is also a special re~uirement to
change gravel-surfaced main roads to ones with tarmac surfaces to reduce
road maintenance costs and the heavy wear and tear on the transport
vehicles. The gaps in Africa's road system are apparent from the map
(Chart XX ). The present project for an East-West Highway linking
Mombasa in Kenya to Lagos in Nigeria will help fill an important gap.
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The map giving Africa's ports also shows the major rivers which act
to some extent as transport links. The Congo basin is particularly im
portant as a river transport system and the Nile has been used extensive
ly for a very long period. The River Niger also serves Mali, Niger and
Nigeria. The great lakes in East Africa act as transport links.

There are a very large number of harbours in Africa and many of the
important ones as indicated earlier have some rail connection with their
hinterland. The development of ports in the future will be more exten
sively linked to providing facilities for the larger ships which are now
used by the worlds maritime fleets. This will be the case particularly
for petroleum and ore transporters. However the further development of
Africa's ooastal trade will call for the continued use of the small
vessels which handle this trade and general harbour development will need
to cater for these vessels and the medium sized ships used for general
trade.

Afrioa's airports have undergone extensive transformation and deve
lopment over the last decade and a continuation of the relatively fast
growth rate in air travel will mean that this trend will continue in the
future. There are a limited but growing number of airports in Africa
which now handle jumbo-jet airoraft but these aircraft are not yet used
extensively for travel to and from Africa and within Africa smaller air
craft are the common form of transport. Within individual countries the
small (DC3) type of aircraft are used and there is an extensive network
of small aerodromes or landing strips.

This brief description of Africa's transport system may assist in
the understanding of the present and continuing need to improve the sys
tem as rapidly as possible. Trade between African countries has been
generally neglected in the past because transport links are poor and the
growth of commercial activity within individual countries has also been
slower than otherwise because of a lack of transport facilities. For
Africa to reach the considerably higher growth rate needed to meet the
aspirations of its people, a continuation and an improvement of the
present rate of investment in transport is a crucial constituent.
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CHAITER VI - ECONOMIC GROUPINGS

The next three charts show the different economic groupings within
the region. One reason for such grouping is that many Lfrican countries
are very small when measured in terms of effective purchasing power and
need to combine for the speedier development of the group. Economic
cooperation in a nUillber of sectors or to deal with a specific commodity
has also been found to be particularly valuable. The process of the
development of economic cooperation is a continuing function and the
stage reached is indicated below in the listing of certain major groupings.

The 0ast African Economic Community: This covers Kenya, Uganda and
Tanzania. It has grown out of the economic cooperation between the three
countries which started in the 1920s. The Community aims "to strengthen
and regcllate the industrial, commercial and other relations of the partner
States to the end that there shall be accelerated, harmonious and balanced
development and sustained expansion of economic activities, the benefit
of which shall be equitably distributed." A number of institutions have
been established and the East African Authority is the supreme head. The
transfer tax system operates to share the benefits of the industrial
output and in recent years many of the Community's operating units have
been dispersed from Kenya to the other member States. Four countries,
Burundi, Ethiopia, Somalia and ~ambia have made formal applications to
join this Community.

Maghreb Permanent Consultative Committee (CFCM) : This comprises
Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia and involves cooperation in industrial
development, transport, trade and tourism, but also aspires to economic
union. Committees have been set up to coordinate various common economic
and social activities, e.g. postal services and telecommunications and
tourism. An Industrial Studies Centre (ISC) has been established and there
is provision for the establishment of a Maghreb Development Bank and for
common payments arrangements.

The Central African Customs and Economic Union (UDrAC) was first
established in 1964 and comprised Chad (which withdrew in 1968), CAR,
Congo and Gabon. It aims at gradually establishing a Central African
Common Market through the elimination of all restrictions to trade
between the states, harmonious industrialization programmes, joint
development of other economic activities, e.g. transport and communications
and the establishment of common external tariffs. It has a supreme organ,
the Council of Chiefs with a Management Committee and a General Secre
tariat. The Heads of State take all decisions on the advice of the Manage
ment Committee.

The African, Malagasy and Mauritian Common Organization (OCAM) :
This evolved from the original "Brazzaville Group" and was created in
1966 with 14 countries Cameroon, Gabon, Chad, Rwanda, CAR, Congo, Zaire,
Ivory Goast, Dahomey, Upper Volta, Niger, Togo, Senegal and Madagascar
as members. Mauritius joined in 1971. Its aim is cooperation in the
development of the major sectors of economic activity, e.g. agriculture,
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industry and transport and communications and much emphasis is placed on
intra-african trade. Decisions taken by the organization have involved
schemes for promoting Afrioan enterprises, sooial security, common ao
counting systems, inter-university oooperation and other aspects of
researoh and human resouroes development. It has also created a
Development Bank.

ConseU de l' Entente : This was established in 1959 by Dahomey,
Ivory Coast, Niger and Upper Volta and aimed at strengthening the soli
darity of member States through a formula for guaranteeing external loans
oontracted by any of the member countries. It established in 1966, a
Central Aid and Loan Guaranty Fund and in 1970 an Entente Meat Market
was created. Training institutions in fisheries and meohanical engineer
ing have been established and other schemes involve coordination of trans
port and communication, industrial and tourism development, joint exploi
cation of hides and skins and stabilisation of grain supplies.

West Afrioan Eoonomio Community: This covers Dahomey, Ivory Coast,
Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Senegal and Upper Volta and was established in
1970 to replaoe the West African Customs Union. Its objectives are to
improve distribution facilities, develop transport and communications,
harmonise industrial developments within the member oountries and expand
intra-African trade.

Organization for the Development of the Senegal River (OMVS): This
was established originally in 1963. Its members inoluded Senegal, Mali,
Mauritania and Guinea and it aims at promoting joint solutions to the
problems of development and in partioular to promoting intra~African

trade and payments. In 1970/71 its objectives were expanded to inolude
the establishment of a common market and harmonization of development
plans and the allooation of strategic industries. Guinea subsequently
withdrew from the organization.

The Conference of East and Central African States : The primary
objective of the Conferenoe is the coordination of the economio aotivi
ties of the member states, whioh oomprise Burundi, CAR, Chad, Congo,
Ethiopia, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, Kenya, Malawi, Rwanda, Somalia, Sudan,
Tanzania, Uganda, Zaire and Zambia. The Conferenoe of Heads of States
and Government is the supreme bo dy of the Conferenoe. Sectorial oommit
tees have been established for industry and energy, human resouroes,
trade and tourism, transport and oommunioations and agrioulture.

There are some very important eoonomio groupings whioh have been
proposed such as the \Iest African Regional Group open to all oountries
in the sub-region and the Eastern African Eoonomio Community for the
oountries in East Afrioa.

Other groupings inolude oooperation in the monetary field, e.g.,
the Southern Afrioan Customs and Monetary Union, L'Union monetaire de
l' Afrique equatoriale et du Callieroun and L'Uni',m mc,netaire de I' Afrique
de I' Ouest, and the Afrioan Deve Lopment Bank.

-----------------------------,,,.,
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In other ec"nomic sections there is cooperation in transport, e.g.
the Trans-Afric"n High"ay, the Association of African Airlines, the
African Civil Aviation Commission and Air Afrique.

In the field of agriculture, there exist the Cocoa Producers
Alliance, the African Groundnut Council and the West African Rice
Development Association.

This list is not exhaustive and African countries also cooperate
in commodity schemes which are not exclusively African, e.g. the Inter
national Coffee Agreement and the Commonwealth Sugar Agreement.

In the wider field, the cooperation of all underdeveloped countries
in presenting an agreed approach in the deliberations of such bodies as
UNCTAD should lead to a swifter and mOre effective development of the
underdeveloped areas of the world.

Charts XXVI and XXVII cover the currency areas and the external
links of African countries. Generally, the currencies of countries in
Africa are linked to the French franc or are in the sterling area or are
independent. There are a number of exceptions, for example Liberia is
in the dollar zone and Angola, Mozambique and Portuguese Guinea are in
the escudo zone. Amongst the franc zOne countries are two groups, one
in West Africa, the other in Central Africa, whose currencies are Con
trolled by the Banque Centrale des Etats de l'Afrigue de l'Ouest or by
the Banque Centrale des Etats de l'Afrique Equatoriale et du Cameroun.
The seveniJ and five countries concerned use the CFA frano. The rand
serves as the unit of currency in South Africa, Namibia, Botswana,
Lesotho and Swaziland. Gambia, Ghana, Sierra Leone, Nigeria, Uganda,
Kenya, Tanzania, Malawi and Zambia have their own currenoies.

An inoreasing number of oountries in Africa have become independent
of any ourrenoy area and these inolude Libya, Egypt, Sudan, Moroooo,
Algeria, Ethiopia, Somalia, Zaire, Rwanda, Burundi, S. Rhodesia and
Guinea.

The external links of African countries devolve into those associated
in some form with the BEC and those in the Commonwealth Preference Area.
\lith the entry of Great Britain into the EEC both these groups of ooun
tries, perhaps with One or two exceptions, will probably be associated
with the enlarged community. At that stage it is likely that only a
small number of the countries of Africa would have no links with the EEC.

The final chart oovers the ECA's subregions. There are four of these'
North, West, East and Central Afrioa. The countries exoluded from these
subregions inolude Angola, Mozambique, S. Rhodesia, South Afrioa, Spanish
Sahara and Portuguese Guinea.

To assist in the work of integrating the groups of countries into
economio areas, seven United ~ations Development Advisory Teams (UNDATS)
are being formed each to COver 6 or 7 individual countries.

~ Mauritania is withdrawing and intends to establish its own currenoy.
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